
FROM 12TH FEBRUARY TO 1ST MARCH 2022

Discover Venice and its magnificent carnival. It will be a great experience surrounded in a
fabulous atmosphere! The majesty of a splendid Renaissance Palace overlooking the Grand
Canal. Famous musician, Richard Wagner composed “Parsifal” while living in this
fascinating space.
In exclusive surroundings, amid sophistication and professionalism, you will enter a
magical dimension where each detail has been taken care of – rendering the Carnival
experience something absolutely unforgettable.

The Gallery of Wonders

The Gallery of Wonders is not simply a dinner. It is an exclusive experience where the
pleasures of palate and party come together.
The rich menu, the thrilling performances of extraordinary international artists, and
the charming view onto a magnificent venue are the special ingredients of a unique and
extraordinary recipe leading guests in a magical time and space.
Overwhelmed by images, colours, sounds, flavours to discover another Venice … a magical
and marvellous Venice.
An enchanting evening, with performances among the tables and shows through the night.
Like food, entertainment is above all – inspiration and pleasure. The body expresses and art
is the tool. Whoever loves gambling can try his/her luck by concluding the evening in the
Salotto dei Giochi Classici (gambling room).

Exclusive Dinner Show and Ball proposal:

Guests will be welcomed from 8.30 pm to 9:00 pm and they will be accompanied to the
main floor living room for a toast and entertainment until 9.30 pm. After, until 11.15 pm, a
placée dinner in the room with live performances. Dinner includes 5 courses (starter, mix
of two first courses, second course, dessert) and an Italian wine selections. The evening will
continue with performances in the hall with a buffet of sweets, bitters and coffee. From
00:30 am live music and dj set until 2.30 am with cocktail bar (2 drinks included).
For groups (30 pax minimum) will be possible, depending on availability, to reserve a
private room.

REQUEST YOUR PERSONALIZED “CARNIVAL EXPERIENCE”


